Atreus Integrates BEA AquaLogic(R) BPM
with IMS Provisioning Solution
Atreus Adds Critical Service Orchestration Capabilities to Its IMS
Provisioning Solution
CHICAGO, Ill. – NXTcomm – June 20 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — Atreus Systems(TM),
the leading supplier of provisioning software for IMS-based services, today
announced that Atreus has integrated the BEA AquaLogic(R) BPM suite into its
xAuthority IP Service Provisioning platform. This integration is designed to
help service providers to readily blend complex IMS services and to create
new user-centric portal applications so that they can dramatically reduce the
time to market launch.

The integration represents technical work completed under
the alliance Atreus and BEA announced around BEA Liquid Services Framework on
May 21, 2007. Atreus and BEA are slated to conduct demos of the integrated
solution in the BEA booth (#1539) at NXTComm in Chicago.
BEA AquaLogic BPM Suite is a leading software suite that is designed to
integrate the modeling, implementation, execution and monitoring of end-toend business processes to help support continuous optimization of the entire
business process lifecycle. BEA AquaLogic BPM Suite is designed to move
beyond the limitations of traditional human workflow and process technology
and to augment the power and extensibility of system-to-system enterprise
application integration software by bridging the two together into a single
suite of software that can be used to support the complex, collaborative
business processes of today’s heterogeneous enterprise.
By integrating the BEA AquaLogic BPM Suite into Atreus’ xAuthority IP Service
Provisioning platform, Atreus can give service providers access to powerful
new service orchestration capabilities designed to help them succeed. The
integrated solution can help speed the creation of new customer-centric
portal applications, such as service sign-up wizards and self-care portals,
facilitate the bundling of complementary IMS-based services, and support
rapid, standard-based integration with a range of back office and partner
systems.
“There is a strong need for a software platform that can help providers take
services from diverse sources-SDP vendors, IMS vendors, and third-party
developers-and blend them together flexibly to meet the changing needs of an
increasingly sophisticated market,” said Doug Bellinger, CTO, Atreus
Systems.” The new agreement with BEA is designed to provide Atreus customers
with powerful new service orchestration and provisioning capabilities that
can help them combat competitive forces and generate critical new revenue

streams.”
“Marrying the provisioning excellence and expertise of Atreus with
AquaLogic’s industry-leading service orchestration capabilities represents a
winning combination that is designed to help service providers improve time
to market for innovative new IMS-based services,” said Shane Pearson, vice
president of marketing and product management at BEA Systems.
Visit Atreus at BEA’s booth #1539 at NXTcomm in Chicago, IL from June 19-21,
2007
Learn how Atreus and BEA are helping to empower service providers to develop
and deploy revenue-generating VoIP, mobile, and IMS applications rapidly and
cost-effectively.
The Atreus-BEA solution is both flexible and extensible and is designed to
give providers many compelling service management benefits:
* industry standard APIs designed to facilitate rapid integration with
SDPs and critical back-office systems;
* customer-proven, out-of-the-box workflows for provisioning IMS
applications, including IP Centrex, SIP Trunking, Hosted Call Center,
Mobile PBX, Unified Messaging, etc.; and
* flexible, standards-based integration designed to reduce time-to-market
and cost-of-integration.

About Atreus Systems
Atreus Systems(TM) is the leading supplier of provisioning software for VoIP
and IMS-based services. As the vendor of choice for the world’s most
successful providers, Atreus has provided activation solutions for KPN,
Qwest, Telus, Centennial, Spirit Telecom, and Bell Aliant. Atreus has formed
strategic partnerships with BEA, Alcatel-Lucent, BroadSoft, Ericsson, Level
3, Oracle and Sonus, delivering carrier-class service provisioning with
customer self-management.
More information: www.atreus-systems.com.
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